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ABSTRACT

The SP-100 Space Nuclear Power Program was established in 1983 by DOD, DOE, and NASA as a joint program to develop technology for military and civil applications.

Starting in 1986, NASA has funded a technology program to maintain the momentum of promising aerospace technology advancement started during Phase I of SP-100 and to strengthen, in key areas, the chances for successful development and growth capability of space nuclear reactor power systems for a wide range of future space applications.

The elements of the CSTI High Capacity Power Project include Systems Analysis, Stirling Power Conversion, Thermoelectric Power Conversion, Thermal Management, Power Management, Systems Diagnostics, Environmental Interactions, and Material/Structural Development. Technology advancement in all elements is required to provide the growth capability, high reliability and 7 to 10 year lifetime demanded for future space nuclear power systems. The overall project will develop and demonstrate the technology base required to provide a wide range of modular power systems compatible with the SP-100 reactor which facilitates operation during lunar and planetary day/night cycles as well as allowing spacecraft operation at any attitude or distance from the sun.

Significant accomplishments in all of the project elements will be presented, along with revised goals and project timelines recently developed.

INTRODUCTION

As part of the NASA, DOE and DOD SP-100 Nuclear Space Power Program, the NASA Advanced Technology Program was devised in 1986 to maintain the momentum of promising aerospace technology development and to enhance the chances for successful development and growth capability of future space nuclear reactor power systems. In 1988, the Advanced Technology Program was incorporated into NASA's new Civil Space Technology Initiative (CSTI). CSTI was a 900 million dollar, 7-year effort under CSTI Operations called High Capacity Power. In late 1991, an Integrated Technology Plan added two elements to CSTI -- Space Platforms and Planetary Surface Technology. Power developments for nuclear propulsion now reside under Transportation Technology and power developments for space platforms now reside under Space Platform Technology. Space Nuclear Power (SP-100) and High Capacity Power were both included in the Planetary Surface category. The overall goal was changed to developing the technology base needed to meet the long duration, high capacity power requirements for future NASA lunar and planetary surface power.

At the same time as the CSTI realignment, new funding limits were imposed and the High Capacity Power Project was redirected to eliminate refractory Stirling development, to end advanced thermoelectric development at Z = 1.0x10^3 K^{-1}, and to complete 1050K Superalloy Stirling development by the end of FY94; all other elements of the project would end in FY93. Endurance testing of the Stirling converter was extended from FY95 through FY97 at a low level of funding. The funding profile for the entire project is shown in Figure 1 and the funding breakdown for the remaining years is shown in Table I.
summarized in Table II. The advantages of Stirling conversion compared to Brayton conversion are illustrated for a UO\textsubscript{2} fueled reactor as well as the UN fueled SP-100 derivative reactor. Figure 3 shows the system diagram for the UO\textsubscript{2} fueled version. Both of these systems are under consideration for power systems capable of supporting early missions such as manned lunar outposts.

The overall project roadmap is given in Figure 4. The 1050K Superalloy Stirling demonstration will be accomplished in FY92-93 at the 12.5 kWe/cylinder size. These technology developments should, thus, be available for application to missions in the late 1990's and beyond.

POWER CONVERSION

Advanced power conversion is intended to provide significant benefits in terms of specific power and lifetime compared to state-of-the-art power systems. Advanced thermoelectrics will provide enhanced performance, ease of integration with SP-100, and inherent graceful degradation characteristics. Free piston Stirling technology will provide factors of four improvements in specific power coupled with inherent long life capability.

STIRLING

The Stirling technology development under High Capacity Power will focus on the 12.5 kWe/cylinder, 1050K superalloy Component Test Power Converter (CTPC). Figure 3 illustrates integration with a low temperature UO\textsubscript{2} reactor cooled by NaK and flowing directly to the Stirling hot end heat exchanger. The converters are double-ended and each pair puts out either 10 kWe or 40 kWe, depending upon system design requirements. The redundant converter allows 100\% backup capability or the operation of both converter pairs at 50\% power for a longer lifetime.

The development plan to demonstrate free-piston Stirling technology is given on Figure 5. Already accomplished is the CTPC cold end testing to 525K, which demonstrated heating of close tolerance parts, permanent magnet suitability at 525K and self-pumped hydrostatic gas bearings for long life capability.

The next scheduled major element is the completion and integration of the hot end for the CTPC. The design incorporates heat pipe heat input to the helium working fluid and 7 year lifetime capability. The Udiment 720 alloy heater head will be used for the endurance demonstrations and the Inconel 718 heater head will demonstrate design concept feasibility and experimental correlation with lifetime predictions.

Figure 6 shows the CTPC cold end hardware ready for test. Figure 7 illustrates the hot end heater head design concept. Initial testing will use electric heaters to heat the working gas, to be followed by sodium-filled heat pipe heat input, also electrically heated.

NICKEL SUPERALOY TECHNOLOGY AND LONG LIFE - ANALYSIS/DESIGN TECHNIQUES - Research on nickel-based superalloys and metal matrix composites is being conducted in support of advanced space power systems. The objective of this research is to develop and characterize new high-temperature power conversion materials to provide space power system designers with design information and material selection options.

The following overview will discuss research on two candidate nickel based alloys. Specifically, we will cover ongoing research on the thermal stability, liquid alkali metal corrosion resistance and creep-rupture strength of IN 718 and U 720 for power conversion systems.

Proposed Stirling power conversion designs require hot section components to survive elevated temperatures of up to 1050K for an operating life of 60,000 hours. With this "high temperature - long life criterion," long-term durability of these components becomes a necessity. To ensure long-term durability requires the combination of several areas of research such as a) the understanding of the temperature, displacement, and stress states of the component (finite element analysis); b) the knowledge of time-dependent (viscoplastic) and long term (thermal stability) behavior of the component's material; and finally, c) the experience of making long-term life approximations based on information from areas a) and b). All of these elements are interdependent and must be utilized throughout the design process. The High Capacity Power Project has initiated such a program that is addressing the long-term durability issues of the Stirling power converter's hot section components.

Reference material and fabrication specifications (IN 718 and U 720) have been provided for the technology assessment of the joining and the liquid metal compatibility concerns for the Starfish heater head design of the Stirling Component Test Power Converter. Thermal analysis of the 1000 hour heater head design (IN 718) has been completed. The NASA finite element analysis model showed that the temperature profile of the fins which have a single row of helium gas passage holes was similar to a staggered two row fin design. The U 720 60,000 hour heater head thermal analysis shows that the better fabrication technique may consist of the heater head being comprised of both a powder metal product and a thin cast wrought plate. The joining of U 720 to itself by electron beam welding has been successfully demonstrated.

THERMŒLECTRICS

The Advanced T/E Development Program has concentrated on improving n-type SiGe/GaP by determining the optimum P and Ga concentrations and P/Ga ratio. Theoretical models (thermodynamic and a thermal and electrical model) explain why the Ga+P addition results in improvement (Ga-P ion pairing resulting in an increased P solubility) and predicts the potential increase in Z (figure of merit). Samples with various P and Ga concentrations and P/Ga ratios were heat treated at various high temperatures (to grow grains and increase homogeneity).

Samples with reproducible Z's between 0.85 and 0.95 x 10\textsuperscript{-3}K\textsuperscript{-1} were obtained, which compares to a Z for standard SiGe of 0.78 x 10\textsuperscript{-3}K\textsuperscript{-1} between 600 and 1000 C. This is a reproducible improvement of 10 - 20 percent. It will now be attempted to add phonon scattering centers to reduce the thermal conductivity and hence, increase Z to 1.0 x 10\textsuperscript{-3} K\textsuperscript{-1}.  
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The work on improving p-type SiGe is taking place at Thermo Electron Technologies Corporation (TTC). Very fine particulates (50-100A) are being added to the p-type SiGe to reduce the thermal conductivity and increase Z.

**THERMAL MANAGEMENT**

The goal of the thermal management effort is to develop space radiator concepts optimized for both static and dynamic power conversion systems using nuclear heat sources. Specific goals include 5kg/m² specific mass, survivability up to 10 years in the micrometeoroid and space debris environment, 0.99 reliability.

Advanced radiator concept contracts are presently underway to meet these goals at 875K for the thermoelectric system and at 600K for the Stirling system. Rocketdyne is developing carbon-carbon composite heat pipes with integral fins and potassium compatible liners for the 875K application. Space Power Incorporated (SPI) is developing a Li/NaK pumped loop design - also with carbon-carbon fins - for the 600K application. Figure 8 illustrates the Rocketdyne concept and Figure 9 illustrates the SPI concept. The contracts are presently in Phase IV subsystem testing to demonstrate engineering performance. The present schedule calls for Phase IV completion during FY93.

Space power system radiator fins require a material with high thermal conductivity, low to moderate density, and good stiffness. While some nuclear power system radiator fins operate at temperatures as low as 300K, most systems have fins operating at temperatures between 450 and 900K. Gr/Cu composites are being considered for applications with operating temperatures above 450K. LeRC has shown that the specific thermal conductivity of the composite is as good or better than that of niobium, titanium, copper and beryllium. The thermal conductivity of these composites appears to follow a cosine squared law in the direction of the fiber axis. Based upon these facts, it is felt that the thermal conductivity in the plane of the radiator fin, as a function of fiber volume fraction and orientation, can be modelled and accurately predicted. The dynamic modulus of P100 graphite fiber reinforced composites was determined to be slightly over 300 GPa up to 650K. The density of Gr/Cu composites of interest range from 4.5 to 5.5 g/cc for 60 and 40 vol% Gr/Cu composites, respectively. The thermal expansion of Gr/Cu composites can be tailored to match that of any of the proposed space heat pipe materials. The thermal expansion mismatch can be minimized since P100 graphite fibers have a small negative coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE), while copper has a much larger, positive CTE. Varying the fiber orientation and the volume fraction of the fibers leads to a CTE that minimizes the stresses in the fin to heat pipe braze joint. It has recently been shown that the CTE and any potential CTE hysteresis may be minimized with the formation of an engineered interface in the Gr/Cu composites. By improving the bond between the graphite fibers and matrix, the strength of the composite can be improved, and any hysteresis in thermal expansion minimized or eliminated. The engineered interface has been achieved by alloying the copper matrix with chromium at approximately the 0.5wt% Cr level.

Space and surface nuclear power systems generally use a design guideline of 0.85 for the thermal emittance of radiator surfaces. The most efficient radiator system should be able to maintain this emittance level over its operating temperature range (700-900K for thermoelectric systems and 525-650K for Stirling engine systems). Typical materials under consideration for use as radiator fins and/or heat pipes are graphite-copper metal matrix composites and carbon-carbon composites. Both materials do not have emittance levels in the desired range as they are currently manufactured (0.32-0.38 for graphite-copper and 0.46-0.77 for carbon-carbon composites). Emittance enhancement through alteration of the material's surface morphology has been shown to be successful in increasing the thermal emittance of both of these materials.

Arc texturing of graphite copper has produced thermal emittances from 0.80 to 0.94 over a temperature range of 322 to 1159 K. Directed atomic oxygen ion beam texturing of carbon-carbon composites has likewise produced an increase in thermal emittance to levels ranging from 0.85 to 0.98 over a temperature range of 300 to 1159 K.

Current efforts include the development of oxidation resistant coatings to protect textured surfaces from a high temperature, oxidizing environment and developing abrasion resistant textures for metal matrix composites.

**POWER MANAGEMENT**

The power management development work for the CSTI High Capacity Power program is presently concentrated on the following tasks: (1) Radiation and temperature effects on semiconductor power switches, (2) Temperature and frequency effects on soft magnetic materials, (3) Temperature and ageing effects on rare earth permanent magnets, and (4) Power conditioning and control for a free piston Stirling power converter. Task 1 is reported herein and the other tasks are reported elsewhere at this conference.

The objective of the semiconductor radiation-effects program is to experimentally determine and assess both the separate and combined effects of neutrons, gamma rays, and temperature on commercial, developmental and research-type power semiconductor switches. Switches that have been or will be investigated include Bipolar Junction Transistors (BJTs), Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field Effect Transistors (MOSFETs), Static Induction Transistors (SITs), Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors (IGBTs), Silicon Controlled Rectifiers (SCRs), and Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Controlled Thyristors (MCTs). BJTs are most sensitive to neutrons which cause displacement of lattice atoms to form simple vacancy-interstitial pairs and more complex cluster defects. These defects cause a significant decrease in both the current gain hFE and the switching storage time, and an increase in leakage currents. Figure 10 shows hFE as a function of collector current for pre- and post-irradiation along with post-irradiation thermal anneals for a 450V/50A NPN BJT. The thermal annealing results indicate that the severe degradation in hFE caused by neutrons at 300K is permanent and is not reversed for thermal annealing temperatures up to 425K. MOSFETs, as shown in
Figure 11, are most sensitive to gamma rays (ionization process) which cause shifts in the gate-source threshold voltage due to positive charge build-up in the gate oxide and the formation of interface states. SITS are found to be neither sensitive to neutrons or gamma rays for neutron fluences to $10^{13}$ n/cm$^2$ and gamma doses to 0.5 Mrads, respectively. For fluences beyond $10^{13}$ n/cm$^2$, the drain-source on resistance $R_{DS(on)}$ begins to show a significant increase, but no significant increase was observed in $R_{DS(on)}$ for gamma doses up to 1.8 Mrads. Reference 3 gives a comprehensive discussion of the effects of neutrons, gamma rays, and post-irradiation thermal annealing on BJTs, MOSFETs, and SITS. The effects of neutrons, gamma rays, and temperature on the electrical and switching characteristics on both phase-control and inverter-type SCRs will be presented at this conference (4).

SYSTEMS DIAGNOSTICS

For the past three years, NASA Lewis has been working with the National Institute of Standards and Technology at Boulder, Colorado, to develop fiber-optic electrical current and voltage sensors which will operate in aerospace environments. Fiber optic sensor advantages include high sensitivity, immunity to EMI and RFI interference, low mass, small size, remote measurement capability and elimination of ground loop problems. While there were early problems with low temperature operation for the current sensor, the most recent current sensor gives strong indications that it will function over the entire specified range of -65 to 125 degrees Celsius. Temperature tests and vibration tests (to 20g) are in progress. Earlier tests on fiber-optic voltage sensors showed that voltage sensors manufactured with multimode (larger diameter) fibers were much too sensitive to mechanical vibration. Multimode sensors were much easier to fabricate than sensors made up of single mode fibers. At present, concentration is on voltage sensors using single mode fibers in order to overcome the vibration sensitivity problem.

NASA Lewis, NIST, the Navy's David Taylor Labs, and 3M Corporation received an R&D 100 award in late 1991 for development of the fiber-optic current sensor.

ENVIRONMENTAL INTERACTIONS

The CSTI High Capacity Power Environmental Interactions Program has made great progress in defining and evaluating the interactions of the SP-100 power system with its expected ambient environments. The NASCAP/LEO and POLAR computer codes have shown that local electric fields at the User Interface Module will be high. Particular attention must be paid to geometries and materials in this region, to prevent arcing at conductor-insulator junctions in LEO.

NASCAP/LEO and EPSAT computer models showed that SP-100 payloads will float about 100 volts negative of the LEO plasma. Ground tests and modeling done for the Space Station Freedom Electrical Grounding Tiger Team effort found that dielectric coatings often break down at such voltages in a plasma. Thus, care must be used in selecting surface coatings for SP-100 payloads. Sputtering may also be a concern for long duration missions in LEO at such voltages. Much work has been done on a sputtering model to help evaluate surface material loss rates on SP-100 payloads in LEO.

Parasitic power losses due to plasma current collected from possible pinholes or coating defects have been quantified and shown to be small in ground plasma chamber testing of cables and cable insulators at SP-100 voltages. Modeling has shown the power loss from currents to other surfaces is also small.

Atomic oxygen durability of SP-100 materials and coatings continues to be investigated in ground tests and the upcoming EOIM-3 Shuttle flight experiment. EOIM-3, which will evaluate a host of SP-100 materials for atomic oxygen durability in LEO, is ready for launch later this year.

Finally, evaluation of the interactions of the SP-100 power system with lunar and planetary environments has started. A Workshop on Chemical and Electrical Interactions on Mars was recently held at NASA LeRC, and many of the primary interactions were identified. In Low Mars Orbit, many of the concerns now being addressed for LEO will be important, and the present Environmental Interactions Program will be very relevant. On the surfaces of the moon and Mars, new issues arise. A workshop report is now in publication.
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TABLE 1
CSTI High Capacity Power Funding Estimate - Sk TO LeRC (6/17/92)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ELE.</th>
<th>PROGRAM ELEMENT</th>
<th>FY91</th>
<th>FY92</th>
<th>FY93</th>
<th>FY94</th>
<th>FY95</th>
<th>FY96</th>
<th>FY97</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Conv. Sys. for Nuclear Application</td>
<td>5726</td>
<td>7337</td>
<td>2486</td>
<td>2160</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Thermal Management</td>
<td>1391</td>
<td>1506</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Power Management</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Systems Diagnostics</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Environmental Interactions</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-1</td>
<td>Stirling</td>
<td>7371</td>
<td>9291</td>
<td>3061</td>
<td>2160</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Program Support</td>
<td>2280</td>
<td>1155</td>
<td>947</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>9651</td>
<td>10452</td>
<td>4008</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) CBC conversion based on NASA BRU engine; FPSE conversion based on NASA CTP C engine

FIGURE 1 Gross Funding History/Projections NASA SP-100 ATP - High Capacity Power

TABLE 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>10 kWe 1 year life</th>
<th>40 kWe 1 year life</th>
<th>40 kWe 1 year life</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reactor</td>
<td>UO2 Fuel</td>
<td>UO2 Fuel</td>
<td>UO2 Fuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stainless Steel</td>
<td>Stainless Steel</td>
<td>Stainless Steel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NaK Coolant</td>
<td>NaK Coolant</td>
<td>NaK Coolant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>950K Outlet Temp.</td>
<td>950K Outlet Temp.</td>
<td>1350K Outlet Temp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shield</td>
<td>20m Boom Length</td>
<td>20m Boom Length</td>
<td>20m Boom Length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.5m Payload Dia.</td>
<td>4.5m Payload Dia.</td>
<td>4.5m Payload Dia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1e13 rad</td>
<td>1e13 rad</td>
<td>5e6 rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Conversion</td>
<td>CBC Inconel</td>
<td>CBC Inconel</td>
<td>CBC Inconel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>940K TIT</td>
<td>940K TIT</td>
<td>114.4K TIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100% red</td>
<td>100% red</td>
<td>100% red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Armored/Survivable</td>
<td>Armored/Survivable</td>
<td>Armored/Survivable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10% Redundancy</td>
<td>10% Redundancy</td>
<td>10% Redundancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Mass (kg)</td>
<td>1641</td>
<td>1191</td>
<td>3262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2213</td>
<td>2213</td>
<td>2605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiator Area (m²)</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 2 - Extending SP-100 Reactor Power System Capability

FIGURE 3 10 & 40 kWe Super Alloy Reactor/Stirling Power System

FIGURE 4 - High Capacity Power Project Schedule
DC CURRENT GAIN @ $V_{CE} = 2.5$ V VERSUS COLLECTOR CURRENT FOR PRE-IRRADIATION, POST-IRRADIATION (FLUX = $7.55 \times 10^{14}$n/cm$^2$, FLUENCE = $1.65 \times 10^{13}$n/cm$^2$, GAMMA DOSE = 37 krad), AND THERMAL ANNEALING CONDITIONS FOR NPN TRANSISTOR D60T455010. ALL MEASUREMENTS MADE AT 300 K.

GATE-SOURCE THRESHOLD VOLTAGE VERSUS GAMMA DOSE FOR N-CHANNEL MTM15N50 (500V/15 A); GAMMA DOSE RATE = 33.8 TO 62.1 krad/hr.

FIGURE 9 Low Temperature LiNaK Radiator Experimental Test Section Operated in Li-NaK Loop

FIGURE 10
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